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Executive Summary
The Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC) established three
Community Yard Waste Drop-Off/Mulch Pick-up Demonstration Sites in northern New Castle
County between July 2007 and February 2008. DNREC established these sites to provide an
additional option for residents to dispose of yard waste without landfilling, in compliance with
the ban on yard waste in the northern New Castle County landfill (See Attachment A). As
expected, based on decades of experience with similar sites in other states, these yard waste site
provided a popular, if limited (the tonnage of yard waste at these three sites accounted for only
twenty percent of the yard waste generated in northern New Castle County) option for residents.
The benefits of diverting yard waste from include: conserving capacity in Delaware’s largest
landfill in the most densely populated county, maintaining relatively low solid waste disposal
costs for as long as possible, conserving natural resources, reducing green house gas emissions,
promoting a conservation ethic and creating opportunities for resource management jobs that
formerly did not exist. The value of each foot of disposal “air space” created through the $90
million expansion of the Cherry Island Landfill is approximately $4 million per foot. Given that
yard waste comprises approximately 23 percent of residential solid waste, recycling yard waste
instead of landfilling it has clear economic value as well as environmental benefits. Another
benefit of diverting yard waste is that it is generally considered the easiest first step in a more
comprehensive recycling program, given the relative ease with which yard waste can be recycled
with widely available expertise and equipment.
The cost of recycling yard waste must also be considered. Obtaining real-world operational
costs information was one of the purposes of establishing these community yard waste
demonstration sites. The bottom line is that the costs for mulching the yard waste and regular
maintenance (e.g., “push back” ton consolidate low density dropped off yard waste) is at least
$150,000, not including DNREC staff time costs or occasional disposal of non-yard waste solid
waste items. Options for mitigating these costs are included in this report.
The funding to establish and operate these sites has been paid by DNREC using “Penalty Funds,”
which are derived from enforcement penalties paid by violators of environmental laws. The
expectation was that only limited Penalty Funds would be required because sustained long-term
operational funding would be provided through the use of a recycling fund created by revenues
from a surcharge on landfilling that could be then allocated through competitive grants for
various recycling enterprises including community yard waste/mulch sites. This recycling
funding pattern has proven successful in many states for decades, and was embodied in HB 159
(See Attachment B) in the 2007-2008 legislative session as a variation from a similar bill,
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S.B.225, offered in the 2005-2006 session. Neither bill was enacted, resulting in no sustainable
funding for recycling projects in Delaware. The expectation certainly was not met that HB 159,
or another recycling bill, would provide continued funding after penalty funds were exausted
(penalty funds are generally not allocated again for the same project after they’ve ran out, given
that there is such a high demand among worthy projects for these limited funds). The
Department’s Penalty Fund policy clearly states the intent of the penalty fund is to support short
term projects with clearly defined objectives and end dates and that the penalty fund is not to be
used for routine operating costs. The penalty fund cannot serve as an endless or dedicated
funding source for the yard waste sites and an appropriate source of secured funding must be
attained for this activity to continue on a long term basis.
In this context, legislators expressed concern that DNREC would shut down the three
demonstration community yard waste sites, given the lack of funding. It was in this context that
the General Assembly passed Section 88 of H.B. 525, which stipulated:
“It is the intent of the General Assembly that all yard waste drop sites in New Castle
County remain operational unless otherwise directed by the General Assembly. The
Department of Natural Resources shall conduct public hearings on and submit a plan for
maintaining operations of the yard waste drop sites to the General Assembly by May
2009.”
As directed, the Department has kept the yard waste sites open. Also, as required by HB 525
DNREC conducted three public meetings on these yard waste sites during the week of April 12,
2009. The attached report contains a recap of the public comments received and the
Department’s recommendations and options for maintaining operations of the yard waste sites.
In summary, the Department first recommends privatization of the yard waste sites to the extent
possible. Second, if that effort is unsuccessful, DNREC recommends seeking funds for an
AmeriCorps Grant and volunteer program to keep the sites open. Additional funding will still be
required for site maintenance, which requires heavy equipment like backhoes or front end
loaders and a tub grinder. These costs can be minimized, in the short run, by arranging “swap”
for services whereby the mulching costs will be covered by a contractor who is allowed to take
the mulch in exchange for subsequent resale. Regardless of the option chosen, the DNREC
Penalty Fund has kept these sites operational “for as long as feasible” and in the absence of a
dedicated source of funding to keep the sites open and operational, closure may be the only
remaining option.
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1.0 Background
On January 6, 2006 DNREC issued DSWA permit SW-06/01 for the Northern Solid Waste
Management Center (aka Cherry Island Landfill (CIL)) which, for the first time, included a ban
on the disposal of yard waste in the landfill (see Attachment A). DNREC imposed this condition
for several important reasons:
The CIL is the state’s largest landfill in the most densely populated county, and the
landfill with the least amount of remaining available capacity.
The permit for expansion of the Cherry Island Landfill was explicitly issued as a
“terminal” permit – i.e., it would be the last permit issued for this landfill site and
that when the additional 23 feet of “air space” capacity is used up, the landfill would
need to close and no additional permit applications would be submitted for
consideration at this landfill. Therefore conservation of the remaining landfill
capacity through greater recycling is critical.
To replace the CIL with another landfill at an alternate location in northern New
Castle County will cost at least $100 million in today’s dollars and may not even be
possible based on landfill citing criteria.
Yard waste constitutes approximately ten percent of the waste disposed in CIL (23
percent of residential solid waste). By imposing the yard waste ban the CIL disposal
rate is effectively reduced by ten percent. Additional recycling measures (expanded
residential curbside and commercial recycling) have the potential to reduce the CIL
disposal rate by an even greater percentage.
For these reasons conserving CIL disposal capacity is paramount to maintaining the
lowest possible waste disposal costs for the residents of northern New Castle County.
By diverting the yard waste from disposal, we are not only conserving valuable
landfill space, we are conserving a valuable natural resource, saving energy, reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and promoting the economy by creating the opportunity
for resource management jobs that formerly did not exist in Delaware.
The 2006 CIL permit condition indicated that the yard waste ban was to take effect January
1, 2007. Given the concerns expressed by some members of the General Assembly about the
number of options available and costs to the public to manage their yard waste, and at least one
effort via HB 1 in 2007 to void the permit condition, DNREC indicated it would delay
enforcement of the yard waste ban until January 1, 2008. In response to these concerns the 144th
General Assembly issued Senate Joint Resolution 2 which, among other things, required:
delaying enforcement of the yard waste ban until January 24, 2008 and,
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that DNREC and DSWA shall work with all necessary partners to open and operate, as
long as feasible, at least three demonstration community yard waste sites which shall be
available to the public for disposal and recovery of residential yard waste.
In concert with these requirements enforcement of the ban was delayed and between July
2007 and February 2008, using money from the DNREC Penalty Fund, DNREC’s Division of
Air and Waste Management opened three Community Yard Waste Demonstration sites; one at
the DART facility near Bear, one at the Polly Drummond Hill site near Newark and one at the
Brandywine Hundred site north of Wilmington, respectively (See Figure 1).
FIGURE 1
LOCATIONS OF DNREC COMMUNITY YARD WASTE
DEMONSTRATION SIT ES
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These successful yard waste recycling demonstration sites would not have been possible
without the support and joint cooperation of:
DELDOT DTC allowing the DART site on their property and,
DNREC’s Division of Parks and Recreation allowing both the Polly Drummond and
Brandywine Hundred yard waste demonstration sites on their propertyi and,
DELDOT Canal and North districts for site construction and on-going maintenance
at all three sites and,
DNREC’s Division of Soil and Water for fence construction at DART and Polly
Drummond and,
DSWA for on-going trash removal at all three sites and,
DNREC’s Environmental Crimes Unit for periodic video and enforcement
surveillance.
It is also important to note that DNREC operational costs, which will be discussed
subsequently in greater detail, would be much higher without the assistance of these agencies.
Overall the sites have been very successful and they are very popular with the public. It is
estimated that nearly 30,000 northern New Castle County households take advantage of these
yard waste drop-off sites. Collectively all three sites generate about 25,000 to 30,000 cubic
yards of mulch per year. This amount of yard waste equals about 10,000 tons of material. That
is 10,000 tons that is being recycled as opposed to being disposed in the Cherry Island Landfill
just from the yard waste sites. According to DSWA’s most recent Waste Characterization study,
almost 10 percent of the waste going into the Cherry Island Landfill prior to the ban was yard
waste. That equates to about 50,000 tons of yard waste per year. Therefore, approximately
fifteen to twenty percent of all yard waste is being managed at the yard waste sites. The
remaining eighty percent of the yard waste is either being managed by the homeowners on their
own property via mulching and/or composting or it is being managed at alternate locations by
landscapers and/or waste haulers.
While the majority of the public is compliant with site usage requirements there are on-going
problems with residents and contractors that are simply leaving entire bags of yard waste as
opposed to emptying their bags as required. Of even greater concern, some are using the sites
for disposal of trash and construction and demolition wastes. This not only comes at a cost to
DSWA to remove the trash, it has a negative aesthetic impact on the sites making them an
eyesore, it has the effect of attracting more waste and it decreases the quality of the mulch.
Oversight, by some means, is paramount to addressing and preventing these problems. It is
important to note that there is no evidence of any disposal of any hazardous substances at any of
the sites.
Contractual Costs for Operations: Grinding yard waste into mulch, pad clearing and site
maintenance - at all three sites was running about $150,000 per year and would have been even
higher had it been necessary to continue under the most recent grinding cost structure. However,
due to increased demand for mulch in the private sector we have been successful in eliminating
our greatest operational expense, by exchanging the cost of grinding for the mulch and thereby
saving at least $100,000 per year. How long these market conditions will exist is an unknown
6

and if it becomes necessary to pay for grinding once again, operational costs will increase
substantially. On the negative side, this option leaves no free mulch for the public.
Staff Costs: On the issue of costs, what must also be acknowledged is that the operations
costs are exclusive of DNREC’s staff costs to manage these sites and these costs are formidable.
We strongly agree yard waste diversion is an important aspect of the state’s waste diversion
goals and these sites are an important aspect of establishing yard waste diversion. However, it is
important to note that at least an additional $100,000 per year are incurred by the DNREC in the
form of administrative, technical and managerial staff time to keep these sites operational under
the current conditions. While we believe this demand can be reduced substantially, we would be
remiss if we did not point out that these staff resources could and should be addressing a plethora
of other waste diversion issues in addition to yard waste.
DNREC, at the request of New Castle County legislators, opened these sites using penalty
fund money on the supposition that recycling legislation (HB 159 – see Attachment B), inclusive
of a dedicated source of funding, would pass and provide not only a dedicated source of
recycling funding, but also long term financial support for proper operation of the yard waste
sites. That did not happen. As such, the Department has had to continue to support these sites
out of the penalty fund. This is neither sustainable nor advisable. The Department’s Penalty
Fund policy clearly states the intent of the penalty fund is to support short term projects with
clearly defined objectives and end dates and that the penalty fund is not to be used for routine
operating costs. The penalty fund cannot serve as an endless or dedicated funding source for the
yard waste sites and an appropriate source of secured funding must be attained for this activity to
continue on a long term basis.
In the interest of keeping the yard waste sites open Section 88 of HB 525 stipulated:
“It is the intent of the General Assembly that all yard waste drop sites in New Castle
County remain operational unless otherwise directed by the General Assembly. The
Department of Natural Resources shall conduct public hearings on and submit a plan for
maintaining operations of the yard waste drop sites to the General Assembly by May
2009.”
As directed, the Department has kept the yard waste sites open and as required by HB 525
public yard waste meetings were held as follows:
for the Brandywine Hundred site a meeting was held at Bellevue Hall at 7:00 p.m. on
April 14, 2009 ,
for the DART site a meeting was held at the Bear Library at 7:00 p.m. on April 15, 2009
and,
for the Polly Drummond Site a meeting was held at 7:30 p.m. at the Deerfield Golf and
Tennis Club.
This report contains a summary of the public comments received and the Department’s
recommendations and options for maintaining operations of the yard waste sites.
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2.0 Findings
There was excellent attendance at each of the public meetings with each meeting having
standing room only. In total there were approximately 350 participant’s at all three meetings
(Attachment C). The Polly Drummond meeting generated the most participation with 170
registered participants. In addition to the comments received at the public meetings, the
Department also received nearly eighty (80) letters, emails and phone calls (copies available
upon request). All tolled well over 400 New Castle County residents took the time to express
their thoughts on this issue.

2.1 Summary of Public Comments:
In summary, the comments received were overwhelmingly supportive of keeping the yard
waste sites open. The yard waste program has been characterized by the vast majority as a
worthwhile public service, convenient and an aspect of recycling in Delaware that is long
overdue. The following are excerpts from just some of the letters received:
 “This is truly and environmentally friendly idea … we would like to voice our support to
keep the site open.”
Ray and Madelyn Jeffery – Wilmington
 “Please keep the yard waste sites open …these sites are worth the expense.”
Mr. and Mrs. Muckle – Newark
 “Providing these sites is one of the best decisions the state has made. Please continue
…”
Paul Lyons – Heritage Park
 “I implore you to keep the yard waste sites open. This is an invaluable service.”
Joseph Marvasi – Newark
 “We appreciate it so much I tell all of my friends from New Jersey and they wish they had
a place like this.”
Camille and Gary Balint – Blackbird
Summarized below are the public’s recommendations on sources of revenue to keep the sites
open, suggestions regarding changes to actual site operations and objections received at the
public meetings. While the public is commended for the breadth and depth of suggestions
offered on how to fund and/or improve operations at the yard waste sites, for a variety of
reasons, not all of the suggestions offered can be reasonably pursued. Each suggestion is briefly
addressed as follows:
1. Figure out how to keep these sites open without charging the public anything just as you
have been.
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A challenging request and while nothing is “free”, there are some scenarios discussed in
greater detail below and in the recommendations sections that have the potential to satisfy this
suggestion.
2. Issues tickets to violators and use the fine money to operate the sites.
While the sites are periodically monitored by enforcement and some violators have been
ticketed, with their other responsibilities it is not possible to put full time enforcement resources
toward this effort. This also would not be a reliable source of revenue and would very likely be a
declining revenue source once the public learned that abuse of the sites would result in a finable
offense. Staffing the sites via privatization, paid employees and/or volunteers is a much more
efficient way to significantly impact abuse of the sites. Given the legislated limit on criminal
fines, the amount of money generated would likely not cover the costs of the enforcement
officers necessary to conduct surveillance, write ticket and collect fines. Moreover, if the
deterrence value of the fines is effective and no violations occur, then there would be no funding
and the newly pristine sites would have to shut down due to lack of funding.
3. Install and use donation boxes.
If we are unable to privatize and it is necessary to keep these sites on public property, in
combination with staffed sites via either an AmeriCorps grant and/or volunteers, this option is
worthy of further consideration. Similar programs have been successful in raising significant
revenue through the use of donation boxes at manned sites.
4. Use a system similar to EZ Pass that would charge each time the site is used or have a
gated system similar to a regulated parking lot that would require the purchase of a prepaid
access card or accept a credit card.
While the idea has merit, it is very costly to implement and of questionable effectiveness.
We would have to electrify each site at a cost of thousands of dollars and to establish an EZ Pass
or gated monitoring system would cost in excess of $50,000 per site. Finally, only about 1/3 of
Delaware vehicles have EZ Pass so if we were to partner with the existing program, the majority
of site users still would not be charged. In order to avoid being charged a motorist could simply
remove the EZ pass device from the vehicle. Therefore, just as with a toll system, on site
personal are required. To establish a separate program, like a gated system, would still require
on-site personal to be effective. Due to these costs, simply manning the sites is likely a more
cost effective option.
5. Require the purchase of stickers much like a Parks pass or require the purchase of a
State Parks pass.
Again, the resources necessary for the establishment of a separate bureaucracy for an
enforceable sticker program simply are not cost effective. As for partnering with Parks, a large
percentage of site users already have a Parks pass so it is very difficult to say what kind of
revenue requiring a State Parks pass would generate. A system for proper division of revenue
would have to be developed and because the income generated by Parks pass sales must be used
for Parks maintenance per state statute, legislation would be required to support yard waste
activities. The DART site is not Parks property and therefore the Department has no authority to
require users to obtain a Parks pass for that site. Finally, any “pass program” will require
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staffing the sites, which comes at a significant cost, otherwise the program will be ineffective.
Again, simply manning the sites is likely a more cost effective option.
6. Get corporate sponsors.
Although no specific suggestions were provided in terms of which industry/businesses to
approach, and we believe in this economic climate such opportunities are very limited, we did
discuss the issue with a limited number of national corporate sponsors and no such opportunities
are currently available. Nonetheless, we remain open to suggestions regarding specific corporate
sponsors to solicit on this issue.
7. Put an employee at the site and charge for site usage.
Admittedly this seems like an obvious answer but in fact it is a very expensive scenario,
particularly if done with full time staff with benefits. In addition to employee costs, there are
substantial costs associated with the utilities, which currently don’t exist at any of the sites, and a
structure for the employee to work out of. As this would also be an expensive option, likely well
in excess of an additional $100,000 per year, it is not our first choice of ideas to keep the sites
open. Depending on the fee structure, it would also result in direct competition with the private
sector which was never the intent of these sites.
8. Impose a fee on the disposal of garbage and use that money to fund the sites.
This is precisely how many other states around the country fund their recycling programs and
precisely what has been proposed in draft Delaware recycling legislation (most recently HB 159)
for the past six years and for six years this legislation has not passed. As already discussed in the
Background section of this document: “DNREC, at the request of New Castle County legislators,
opened these sites using penalty fund money on the supposition that recycling legislation,
inclusive of a dedicated source of funding, would pass and provide not only a dedicated source
of recycling funding but also long term financial support for proper operation of the yard waste
sites. That did not happen…” Governor Markell recently pointed out in his first joint address to
the General Assembly “We must not make long term commitments with short term revenue.”
However, this is exactly what is happening by continuing to fund the yard waste sites out of the
DNREC penalty fund and this is exactly why we’re having fiscal issues not only with proper
operation of the sites but even with being able to keep them open. The Department fully
supports this suggested fee mechanism not only to provide a dedicated source of funding to
operate the yard waste sites but also to fund a wide range of broader recycling initiatives.
9. Privatize the sites and/or develop a Public/Private partnership provided the public
doesn’t have to pay.
While this option very well may be within the realm of possibilities to address yard waste site
operations, in order to fully understand what the private sector has to offer the Department
proposes solicitation of a Request for Proposals (RFP) that allows for maximum flexibility in the
various options that may be available and that will work for both the public and the private
sector. This is the Departments preferred option and the one that may be the most cost-effective
and efficient while simultaneously providing private sector opportunities and servicing the public
need. The Department will issue an RFP as soon as possible.
10. Get an AmeriCorps grant and/or use volunteers to man the sites.
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These suggestions definitely have merit with respect to improving site operations, but
initially require even more staff resources on the part of the Department in terms of organizing,
scheduling and supervising. However, successful acquisition of an AmeriCorps grant should
alleviate some of the long term staff resource issues but neither scenario addresses the lack of
funding and in fact the match requirements with the AmeriCorps program would actually
increase costs, by about $12,000 per year per position. Depending on the outcome of the private
sector response this may be the most cost effective option available but not without a dedicated
source of funding to properly operate the yard waste sites. Of note, on multiple occasions the
Department has had unsolicited offers by the public to voluntarily man these sites because they
value them and they recognize the need to do so. We could exercise these offers if needed but
recognize that organizing this kind of effort, requires substantial effort.
11. Use existing state equipment.
This is already occurring, although the bulk of the pad clearing is done through a private
contractor. DELDOT constructed the pad at each of the sites, maintains the pad at each site and
DELDOT does some of the pad clearing at the DART site when they are able. DELDOT has
been very responsive to the Department’s needs with respect to construction and maintenance of
these sites but there is limit, with all of their other obligations, as to what DELDOT can
contribute to the operation of the yard waste sites. We believe we are at that limit.
12. Buy the needed equipment.
The quantity of material that must be managed at these sites simply doesn’t justify the
several hundred thousand dollars that would be required in capital equipment costs and the
salaries required for trained operators and mechanics to operate and maintain the equipment.
After addressing our needs for the yard waste sites the equipment would be idle approximately
seventy five percent of the time. This is not an efficient use of resources. Based on the multiple
comments we’ve received from the public that they didn’t realize how much yard waste there is
until they saw it with their own eyes, we appreciate that the public views these sites as large
operations, but as stated previously, we’re only managing about twenty percent of the total
material available and that amount of material simply doesn’t justify purchasing, maintaining
and operating our own equipment.
13. Separate grass and leaves to produce compost from brush and branches to produce
mulch.
Since the yard waste sites opened this suggestion has been made multiple times and in fact
this is how most yard waste sites outside of Delaware, and some municipal sites within
Delaware, operate. Managing grass and leaves separate from brush and branches produces
higher quality mulch. The separated grass and leaves can then be composted producing and a
very valuable and horticulturally desirable material. Compost adds organic material and
nutrients to the soil, improves drainage, reduces runoff, retains moisture and increases soil
fertility, the net effects of which result in healthier plants, reduced environmental impacts and
real dollar savings by reducing the need to fertilize and water. In addition to the environmental
and horticultural benefits of composting, composting also promotes a conservation ethic and an
ecology economy. Simply put, the benefits of composting are noteworthy and cannot be
overstated. With adequate funding we should aspire to provide this service to the public as
resources permit.
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14. Keep commercial and out-of-state users out to lower operational costs.
This is an important point. While we believe the issue of out-of-state usage is very minor,
commercial generators of yard waste using these sites increase the amount of pad clearing and
grinding required, which directly correlates to increased operational costs. We also speculate
that much of the problem with unopened bags can be, in part, attributed to commercial operators
that are more interested in saving time and less interested in complying with site usage rules. It
is worth noting that enforcement at these sites has stepped up, including periodic video
surveillance, and the fines for open dumping are substantial. However, the only permanent
solution to this problem is privatization or to staff the sites, either with paid employees and/or
volunteers at such a high frequency that it is simply not worth the time or the risk to abuse these
sites. As indicated earlier, currently those staffing resources simply don’t exist.
2.2 Objections to the sites.
There were objections from some residents of Delaire, which is a development adjacent to
the Brandywine Hundred site. Some of the Delaire residents have expressed a desire that the
site be relocated. Other Delaire residents directly adjacent to the site have indicated they have
not observed any noise or dust nuisance from the Cauffiel site, and like having the site
conveniently nearby. In addition, there are a few employees of DART who request that the
DART yard waste site be moved away from their work area. The Department is aware of these
concerns and is always willing to investigate potential alternate locations for yard waste sites.
An extensive list of possible sites has already been considered, and the department remains open
to consideration of any additional site, if suggested. As the issue of how to best manage these
sites progresses we will do our best to simultaneously address these requests.

3.0 Recent Market Developments and Implications for Yard Waste Management.
Due to an increase in demand for woody and green waste to make mulch and compost, there
is growing private sector interest in the yard waste from these sites. As such, the opportunity to
privatize and/or develop private/public partnerships is worthy of thorough evaluation for the
following reasons:
1. The sites would be manned and as such the problems with dumping of
inappropriate materials would be virtually eliminated.
2. Several mulch businesses have expressed an interest in managing the yard
waste sites and/or acquiring the yard waste from homeowners free of charge.
If these types of arrangement can be sufficiently duplicated throughout the
county, the DNREC yard waste sites could close removing a substantial
financial & staff resource burden from the Department and address the
concerns expressed by some neighboring the sites while still providing the
public a place to deposit yard waste potentially free of charge.
12

3. Allowing the private sector to operate the yard waste sites creates green jobs
for Delaware residents and business opportunities that currently do not exist.
The downside of this current “buyers market for carbon” (yard waste) situation is that interest by
contractors in privatizing operations may be ephemeral, fading as soon as traditional markets are
reestablished. Hence, if the department shuts down one or more of the demonstration yard waste
sites with the expectation that, for example, a private mulch site will remain open to accepting
residential yard waste for free, it could result in a problem if the commercial operation decide to
close to residential drop offs when the traditional business in land clearing material increases
again. Also, the current willingness of a contractor to performing mulching of the yard waste in
exchange for the mulch, could disappear of the contractor finds that lower cost mulch is available
elsewhere when the economy picks up again and tradition sources become available again.

4.0 Recommendations
For reasons of program effectiveness, costs and the associated absence of dedicated funding,
staff resources, opportunity for job creation and the ability to service the public need, the
Department will be pursuing in order of priority, the following options for management of the
yard waste sites:
4.1 Privatization or a Public /Private Partnership.
In order to fully understand what the private sector has to offer in terms of the various
options available to either privatize the yard waste sites and/or develop a public/private
partnership, the Department will issue a Request for Proposals (RFP) as soon as possible. The
RFP will be issued with intent of allowing for maximum flexibility in the various options that
may be available and that will work for both the public and the private sector. This is the
Departments preferred option and the one that may - emphasize may, be the most cost-effective
and efficient option while simultaneously providing private sector business opportunities that
currently do not exist and servicing the public need.
4.2 Get an AmeriCorps grant and/or use volunteers to man the sites.
If, and only if, we are unable to establish satisfactory and cost-effective private and/or public
private partnerships to manage the yard waste sites, we will pursue an AmeriCorps Public Allie
position and possibly some AmeriCorps member positions, through the AmeriCorps grant
program. We believe the addition of these positions and the use of volunteers, in combination
with the use donation boxes, would be an improvement over the existing operations and
substantially reduce problems with open dumping. However, it is important to recognize that
this option will initially take considerable staff resources to organize, and will initially increase
costs due to the $12,000 needed annually per AmeriCorps position. It is also important to
recognize that this option does not address the establishment of permanent sites off of Parks
13

property and it does address the lack of a dedicated source of funding to operate these sites. If
unable to privatize, we believe this is the second most cost effective option available.
4.3 Closure of the yard waste sites.
If we are unsuccessful in our efforts to privatize the yard waste sites or to acquire and
AmeriCorps grant and the issue of a dedicated source of funding to operate these sites is not
resolved, then the Department will have no choice but to close the yard waste sites. Presently we
project closure will be necessary sometime during the fall of 2009. If it becomes necessary to
close the sites the public will have to choose from the private sector options that are currently
available. Based on their popularity and without a similar alternative, we fully expect closure of
the sites will be strongly opposed by the public.

5.0 Fiscal Implications
Optionii
1iii(Privatize)
2iv(AmeriCorps)
3 (Sites Close)

DART

Polly Drummond
Brandywine Hundred
Estimate $50,000 - $250,000/yr
Estimate $150,000 -$300,000/yr
Estimate $25,000 one time expense.

Attachments
A. CIL permit
B. HB 159
C. Meeting Attendance Lists
i The Division of State Parks and Recreation accommodated the yard waste demonstration sites to be
established on tow of its properties with the understanding that the demonstration period would not
exceed two years. The two year period as stipulated in a Memorandum of Agreement between
DNREC’s Division of Air and Waste Management and the Division of Parks and Recreation, shall
expire in November 2009 and February 2010 at the Polly Drummond and Brandywine Hundred sites
respectively.
ii
All option cost estimates have the potential to increase if it is necessary to construct new sites at
alternate locations. All option cost estimates have $100,000 in DNREC staff resources factored in but are
exclusive of other participating program (DELDOT & DSWA) costs.
iii
Results of the RFP must be known before a more accurate estimate on program costs can be given.
iv
Actual costs will depend on successful acquisition of an AmeriCorps grant, the extent to which
volunteers can be used and will also be significantly impacted by whether or not grinding costs can
continue to be exchanged for the value of the mulch.
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ATTACHMENT A
Excerpt from the Permit (SW-06/01)
Issued by DNREC to DSWA for Expansion of the
Cherry Island Landfill in Wilmington (January 6, 2006)

